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Previous research on articulatory correlates of syllable structure suggests that the temporal organization of sylla-

bles varies as a function of the segmental make-up of the onset cluster, yet there is currently little understanding of

the details conditioning this variation. We pursue the hypothesis that consonantal coarticulation resistance is one

such segment-based determinant of onset-vowel timing. In order to test this we recorded articulography data for

Polish and systematically varied the coarticulation resistance of C2 in #C1C2V clusters. We examined singleton

and cluster onsets with different vowel-adjacent consonants in terms of temporal lag measurements as done in

previous studies as well as in terms of tongue body position measurements. Both analyses revealed parallel

results and substantiate the hypothesized interaction of coarticulation resistance of the vowel-adjacent consonant

and onset-vowel organization. We discuss how this interaction between articulator dominance and temporal over-

lap can be modeled within the gestural approach to syllable organization by giving a novel interpretation to the cou-

pling strength parameter in terms of coarticulation resistance.

� 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Finding phonetic correlates in syllable organization has
engaged phonetic studies for many years since it is difficult
to tease apart universals in speech planning from language-
specific and segmental composition effects. The goal of the
present study is to shed light on how the segmental make-up
of a consonant cluster may affect cluster-vowel organization.
In particular we will focus on the coarticulation resistance of
the consonant adjacent to the vowel (C2 in a #C1C2V
sequence) as one possible factor conditioning differences in
the timing of complex syllable onsets relative to the syllable
nucleus.

Regarding the articulatory organization of the syllable, sys-
tematic timing differences have been found depending on
whether the consonant precedes (#CV) or follows the vowel
(VC#). In a CV sequence, the movement onset for the vowel
will occur before the consonant has reached its target, leading
to a considerable degree of overlap, while a coda consonant
will – with some exceptions – show considerably less vowel
overlap (de Jong, 2003; Krakow, 1999; Löfqvist & Gracco,
1999). There is also some evidence that the organization of
consonantal gestures with respect to the vowel differs as a
function of syllable complexity (e.g. Browman & Goldstein,
1988; Byrd, 1995; Honorof & Browman, 1995). By comparing
the timing of a cluster onset relative to a corresponding single-
ton onset, it has been demonstrated that at least in certain cir-
cumstances onset-vowel timing reorganizes dynamically when
onset complexity increases (i.e. CV! CCV). What is meant by
reorganization is illustrated schematically in Fig. 1: The vowel-
adjacent /m/ in the cluster condition (bottom panel) starts later
in time compared to /m/ in the singleton condition (top panel).
The dashed line indicates the temporal midpoint of the single-
ton (top) and the cluster (bottom) onset, while the solid line
indicates the constant anchor point relative to which the timing
of the onset consonants is typically evaluated. This relative
temporal shift between singleton and cluster induces the /m/

in szmata [ʃmata]1 to overlap more with the vowel compared

to the /m/ in mata [mata]. This has been interpreted as the onset
being coordinated to the vowel as a single prosodic unit: while
the temporal relationship to the vowel of each individual conso-
nant changes with increasing complexity, the timing of the onset
as a whole remains the same. Within the gestural model of
he Polish
d /ʂ/ (e.g.
aper, we
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Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the predicted “C-center” organization of singleton
(top) and cluster (bottom) onsets in [mata] and [ʃmata], respectively, relative to a
constant anchor point, in this case /t/. Each box represents the temporal interval during
which a given structure is active.
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syllable structure, this ‘global’ onset-vowel organization has
been termed the “C-center” effect (Browman & Goldstein,
1988, 2000).

The C-center effect is by hypothesis a universal correlate of
syllable structure (Goldstein, Byrd, & Saltzman, 2006) and
empirically it has by and large been confirmed for several clus-
ters and languages (American English: Browman & Goldstein,
1988; Byrd, 1995; Honorof & Browman, 1995; Marin &
Pouplier, 2010; German: Pouplier, 2012; Italian: Hermes,
Mücke, & Grice, 2013; Romanian: Marin, 2013; Marin &
Pouplier, 2014; but see Brunner, Geng, Sotiropoulou, &
Gafos, 2014). However, some onset clusters showed other
timing patterns than the expected C-center, suggesting an
interaction of cluster composition and cluster-vowel organiza-
tion in ways not accounted for by the gestural model of syllable
structure. In particular, certain clusters fail to show the charac-
teristic increase of onset-vowel overlap as a function of onset
complexity. Yet it remains unclear which factors exactly may
condition these deviating patterns. In the present paper, we
propose that the coarticulation resistance of the vowel-
adjacent consonant may be one of these factors. Since the
concept of C-center organization is based on the observation
that generally CV overlap increases with increasing onset com-
plexity, it is conceivable that this may be blocked if C2 is highly
coarticulation resistant. However, current articulatory models
of syllable structure do not foresee such an interaction
between articulator (spatial) dominance and degree of tempo-
ral overlap. We focus on Polish in our current study, since Pol-
ish phonotactics allow for a great variety of consonant
combinations in onsets. This enables us to carry out a system-
atic investigation of articulatory mechanisms which may inter-
act with cluster-vowel timing. Specifically, we compare onset
clusters with vowel-adjacent consonants which are known to
differ in their coarticulatory resistance: sibilants, alveolar later-
als (which tends to be a ‘clear’ [l]2 in Polish; Rochoń, 2000) and
nasals, and labial stops. These analyses allow us to determine
how different degrees of coarticulation resistance affect the tem-
poral organization of CV sequences in singleton and cluster
onsets. The focus of the present study is on coarticulation resis-
tance of C2 since this is the locus at which we can expect to find
the greatest effect on onset-vowel overlap. In the following we
will summarize the gestural model of syllable structure as pro-
posed within Articulatory Phonology and review previous studies
that have investigated cluster-vowel timing in a similar fashion to
the current study.
1.1. Gestural coupling model

Articulatory Phonology models phonological representa-
tions of speech sounds in terms of the spatiotemporal coordi-
nation of articulatory gestures (e.g. Browman & Goldstein,
1992). Articulatory gestures specify vocal tract actions for the
production of speech sounds (e.g. a lip closure for /p/ or the
combination of lip closure and velum lowering for /m/). Larger
2 Laterals are characterized by a tongue tip and a tongue body constriction. Depending
on the target position of the tongue body movement laterals are characterized auditorily as
‘clear’ or ‘dark’: clear laterals have a fronted and raised tongue body whereas ‘dark’ /l/
features a retracted and lowered tongue body (e.g. Browman & Goldstein, 1995; Sproat &
Fujimura, 1993). Clear laterals are for instance typical for German, Romanian, and Polish
(Recasens, 2012; Rochoń, 2000).
phonological units such as syllables arise from coupling rela-
tions between gestures. These coupling relations are specified
for particular phase relationships. The observation that in CV
sequences, consonant and vowel gestures show a high
degree of CV overlap and near-synchronous movement initia-
tion (de Jong, 2003; Löfqvist & Gracco, 1999; Nam, Goldstein,
& Saltzman, 2009) is captured in the model in terms of a 0�
phase relationship between onset consonant and vowel. In
the case of onset clusters, not all consonants can be produced
synchronously (or ‘in-phase’) with the vowel, since this would
result in a simultaneous production of C1 and C2. The C-
center organization (Fig. 1) represents a compromise solution
to prevent the perceptual masking of one of the consonants:
figuratively, the vowel-adjacent consonant shifts towards the

vowel (i.e. /m/ overlaps more with the vowel in [ʃmata] than

in [mata]) while the vowel-remote consonant (i.e. /ʃ/) shifts
away from the vowel. This is so because by hypothesis onset
clusters have competing phase relationships: while both con-
sonants are coupled in-phase with the vowel, they are coupled
anti-phase with each other (Browman & Goldstein, 2000;
Goldstein, Nam, Saltzman, & Chitoran, 2009; Nam et al.,
2009). These conflicting underlying phase specifications can-
not be satisfied at the same time. The result is a blended out-
put giving rise to the C-center timing pattern described above
(Fig. 1).

To infer the underlying coordination (or phase) relationship
of syllables with complex onsets, cluster-vowel timing has
often been investigated relative to a corresponding singleton
condition, as already discussed in the context of Fig. 1. The rel-
ative change of the temporal lag between the vowel-adjacent
consonant and a constant anchor point (usually a consonant

following the vowel, i.e. the /t/ in [mata] and [ʃmata]) from sin-
gleton to cluster condition is used as an index to consonant–
vowel overlap. If the temporal distance between the vowel-
adjacent consonant and the anchor point is shorter in the clus-
ter compared to the singleton condition, this is taken to mean
that the overlap between consonant(s) and vowel increases
with increasing onset complexity (i.e. C-center organization;
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Fig. 1). That this temporal shortening of the anchor distance is
truly due to increasing consonant–vowel overlap rather than
just vowel shortening has been confirmed in Peters and
Kleber (2014). While there has been general support for the
C-center model, previous research has also revealed that for
some clusters, the timing of the vowel-adjacent consonant
remains constant under increasing onset complexity, yet there
is currently no clear picture of the factors which may condition
these unexpected patterns. There is some indication in the lit-
erature that these differences may be accounted for by taking
the coarticulation resistance of the vowel-adjacent consonant
into consideration (Brunner et al., 2014; Pouplier, 2012), but
a systematic investigation is missing. We will now review the
previous literature from this perspective.

Generally, across languages, onset clusters with a labial in
the vowel-adjacent position (e.g. /sp/, /sm/) have been shown
to predominantly agree with the timing patterns hypothesized
by the gestural model in that they showed more CV overlap
in cluster than in singleton onset condition (American English:
Browman & Goldstein, 1988; Honorof & Browman, 1995; Marin
& Pouplier, 2010; Romanian: Marin, 2013; German: Pouplier,
2012). Labials are known to have a very low degree of coartic-
ulation resistance (see Section 1.2 below). Two notable excep-
tions are Italian (Hermes et al., 2013) and Slovak (Pouplier &
Beňuš, 2011), but here there is relatively clear evidence for this
being a very particular language-specific effect in both cases
connected to other structural factors in these languages. For
Italian, /sp/ clusters are traditionally described as heterosyl-
labic (‘impure-s’) and there are a number of morpho-
phonological dimensions along which /sp/ clusters have an
exceptional status in this language. In Slovak, the systematic
presence of lexical syllabic consonants (e.g. smrk) may require
further coordination patterns for complex onsets apart from
predicted patterns introduced above.

A number of studies have investigated stop+sonorant clus-
ters, but here a more complex picture emerges. For German, a
C-center effect was confirmed for /kn/ (Peters & Kleber, 2014)
and /gl/ (Brunner et al., 2014), but not for /pl/ (Brunner et al.,
2014; Pouplier, 2012). In other languages, however, stop+lat-
eral onsets consistently showed the expected coordination
pattern (American English: Browman & Goldstein, 1988;
Honorof & Browman, 1995; Marin & Pouplier, 2010; Polish:
Bruni, 2011; Italian: Hermes et al., 2013; Romanian: Marin &
Pouplier, 2014). While numerous methodological differences
between studies may contribute to these mixed results, in
our present context it is important to note that, in all of these
studies, clusters with vowel-adjacent labials (e.g. /sp/) over-
lapped gradually more with the vowel than clusters with a
vowel-adjacent lateral (e.g. /pl/; cf. Goldstein et al., 2009;
Pouplier, 2012; Marin & Pouplier, 2010). This is in line with
our suggestion that the degree to which onset-vowel overlap
may increase varies as a function of the coarticulation resis-
tance of C2, since labials are independently known to be less
coarticulation resistant than alveolar sonorants (e.g. Recasens
& Espinosa, 2009; Recasens, Pallars, & Fontdevila, 1997; see
Section 1.2 for a detailed discussion of coarticulation resis-
tance). In this view, also cross-linguistic differences in the nat-
ure of laterals (clear vs. dark [l]) could lead to variation in the
degree of onset-vowel overlap, since dark laterals are by and
large more resistant to coarticulation than clear laterals (see
Section 1.2). The relatively strongest evidence so far for the
role of coarticulation resistance stems from Marin’s (2013)
work on Romanian which showed no change in overlap for
clusters in which the vowel-adjacent consonant is, among
others, a sibilant (Marin, 2013). Sibilants are among the high-
est ranking segments the coarticulation resistance scale. In
Marin’s work the clusters failing to increase overlap were /ps,
ks, kn, and kt/. Therefore she concluded that this was due to
C1 being a stop without going further into detail why a vowel-
remote stop might block a C-center effect. She also considered
frequency as a conditioning factor, a point we will take up again
in the Discussion.

In sum, previous results concerning consonant cluster tim-
ing reveal that the organization of onset clusters cannot be
described with a single timing pattern as originally proposed
by Browman and Goldstein (1988, 2000). Instead, the onset-
vowel timing seems to vary gradually with cluster composition.
To the extent that previous results are comparable across stud-
ies, there is some evidence for coarticulation resistance of C2
being one of the conditioning factors. The concept of coarticu-
lation resistance and why exactly it is expected to interact with
onset-vowel timing will be discussed in detail in the following
Section 1.2.
1.2. Coarticulation resistance

The term ‘coarticulation’ was originally introduced by
Menzerath and de Lacerda (1933) to describe articulatory
interaction of neighboring speech sounds (see Kühnert &
Francis (1999) for an outline of historical coarticulation
research). More specifically, coarticulation results from tempo-
rally and spatially overlapping gestures (e.g. Öhman, 1966;
Saltzman & Munhall, 1989). Numerous studies have revealed
that the degree of coarticulation varies with the particular con-
sonants and vowels involved, a phenomenon known as coar-
ticulation resistance (e.g. Bladon & Al-Bamerni, 1976;
Farnetani, 1990; Fowler & Brancazio, 2000; Öhman, 1966;
Recasens et al., 1997; Recasens & Espinosa, 2009). Coartic-
ulation resistance has often been evaluated based on VCV
sequences with varying consonants and vowel contexts. The
articulation of intervocalic labial consonants has been shown
to vary substantially as a function of vowel context in that the
tongue body positioning during a labial is largely determined
by the surrounding vowels (low degree of coarticulation resis-
tance). Sibilants, on the other hand, have been found to retain
their tongue shape robustly against the coarticulatory force of
adjacent vowels (high degree of coarticulation resistance).
Therefore, for instance, all else being equal, there will be more
vowel-conditioned variability during the intervocalic consonant
between /ipi/ vs. /apa/ than between /isi/ vs. /asa/ (cf.
Recasens et al., 1997; Recasens & Espinosa, 2009).

In a series of studies Recasens and colleagues came to the
conclusion that specifically the degree of active tongue body
control during the production of a given consonant conditions
its coarticulatory resistance to the influence of adjacent seg-
ments (e.g. Recasens & Espinosa, 2009). This means the
degree of vowel-induced variability increases when the conso-
nantal demand on the tongue body (or the articulatory
constraint) decreases. At the same time this also means that
the manipulative strength of a consonant or coarticulatory
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aggression on neighboring consonants and vowels increases
with the consonant’s inherent degree of articulatory constraint
(Farnetani, 1990; Fowler & Saltzman, 1993).

Given that coarticulation results from the interaction of tem-
porally overlapping gestures and that complex onsets show a
comparatively high degree of CV overlap, coarticulation resis-
tance of the vowel-adjacent consonant can be expected to
interact with onset-vowel timing. While the concept of coarticu-
lation resistance is part of the gestural and associated task
dynamic model in terms of dominance coefficients for articula-
tors (Fowler & Saltzman, 1993; Iskarous, McDonough, &
Whalen, 2012; Saltzman & Munhall, 1989), there has been vir-
tually no work so far that has looked at the interaction of tem-
poral coordination and spatial dominance factors. Brunner
et al. (2014) did not address coarticulation resistance specifi-
cally, but they related the temporal C-center measure to coar-
ticulatory effects. For instance, they observed that due to the
influence of a C1 = /k/ the C–V movement path of the tongue

in /kve/ is shorter compared to /ve/. Due to the positive corre-
lation of this measure and their temporal C-center measure,
Brunner et al. (2014) suggested that the temporal lag measure
is informative about relative distance of constriction location
between C1 and vowel in a C1C2V cluster rather than under-
lying syllable organization. Yet their study did not target this
hypothesis specifically and it is difficult to glean conclusive
results from their paper.3 In the current study, we capitalize on
the range of phonotactic variation permitted in Polish onset clus-
ters in order to provide a systematic study of how coarticulation
resistance of C2 interacts with onset-vowel timing. We use onset
clusters with vowel-adjacent consonants known to differ in their
coarticulation resistance and predict a negative correlation
between the degree of CV overlap change when onset complex-
ity increases and the degree of coarticulation resistance of C2.

For our current study, we define for Polish consonants three
discrete categories of coarticulation resistance which are pri-
marily based on the presumed degree of tongue body control
of the respective consonants (e.g. Recasens & Espinosa,
2009). Our work thereby faces the problem that there is, to
our knowledge, no independently established coarticulation
resistance hierarchy for Polish. We thus confine ourselves to
a relatively coarse-grained hierarchy using sibilants, labials,
and alveolar sonorants. Despite possible language-specific
effects in coarticulation resistance, it can generally be
assumed that sibilants are cross-linguistically among the most
highly coarticulation resistant consonants, while labials are
least coarticulation resistant. For alveolar stops, laterals and
nasals, the situation is more complex. In particular the coartic-
ulation resistance of alveolar stops relative to alveolar sono-
rants is unclear (Geumann, Kroos, & Tillmann, 1999; Hoole,
Gfroerer, & Tillmann, 1990; but see Iskarous et al., 2013). In
the absence of independent work on the patterning of these
stops in Polish, we decided to include /n, l/ in an alveolar sono-
rant category for which we can relatively safely expect to range
between sibilants and labials on the coarticulation resistance
scale (see Recasens & Espinosa, 2005 for the similarity of
clear /l/ to /n/ in terms of coarticulation resistance). In sum,
3 Also note that other C-center studies have contrasted VC1#C2V with V#C1C2V, thus
controlling for distance changes between conditions (e.g. Marin & Pouplier, 2010; Marin,
2013; Pouplier, 2012).
the consonants used in this work are categorized as outlined
in the coarticulation resistance hierarchy (1):

(1) (post-)alveolar sibilants > alveolar laterals/nasals > labial
consonants4

We predict that the characteristic increase in onset-vowel
overlap will vary according to this hierarchy: there should be
more CV overlap in a cluster compared to a corresponding sin-
gleton condition if the vowel-adjacent consonant is prone to
coarticulation (labial consonants), but no change in CV overlap
when a highly resistant consonant is adjacent to the vowel
(sibilants) and an intermediate change in CV overlap when C
is an alveolar sonorant. We evaluate CV overlap changes both
in terms of a temporal lag analysis as done in the previous
studies outlined above, as well as in terms of tongue body
position measurements.

Parallel to our temporal hypotheses, we expect different

degrees of consonant tongue body position changes in CV

vs. CCV as a function of the coarticulation resistance of the
vowel-adjacent consonant. For instance, a less coarticulation
resistant vowel-adjacent consonant should have a different ton-
gue body position in the singleton compared to the cluster con-

dition due to its increased overlap with the vowel (e.g. [mata] vs.

[ʃmata]). However, C1–C2 coarticulation prevents us from iso-
lating the effect of increased vowel overlap in the vowel-
adjacent consonant across clusters: When increasing onset
complexity, the influence exerted by C1 on tongue body posi-
tion during C2 confounds the ability to directly show a stronger

presence of the vowel in CCV compared to CV. We will there-
fore assess onset-vowel overlap indirectly by the degree to
which C1 (the vowel-remote consonant) exerts influence on
the vowel. If C2 blocks an increase in onset-vowel overlap we
should see less influence of C1 during the vowel compared to
cases in which C2 allows for increasing onset-vowel overlap.

Summing up, our current paper brings together the two
strands of research on cluster-vowel organization and on the
lingual coarticulation resistance of consonants by comparing
CV overlap patterns in singleton and cluster conditions for dif-
ferent onset compositions. The reason to expect that cluster-
vowel organization should interact with consonantal coarticula-
tion resistance arises from the observation that CV overlap
increases with increasing onset complexity. We use Polish to
investigate the articulatory mechanisms underlying cluster-
vowel timing and to understand the interplay of cluster compo-
sition and syllable organization. Finally, we will briefly examine
the effect of voice onset time (VOT) on cluster-vowel organiza-
tion for onsets with vowel-adjacent voiceless stop consonants,
since this has been claimed to be a possible confounding fac-
tor in the performed timing measures (cf. Brunner et al., 2014).
2. Method

2.1. Speakers and data collection

We acquired data from three female and three male native
speakers of Polish. Prior to the experiment subjects were famil-
4 In this context the symbol ‘>’ means ‘coarticulatory more resistant than’ and
‘coarticulatory more aggressive than’ at the same time.
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iarized with the recording setup, the reading task, and a list of
utterances. Kinematic data were recorded by means of electro-
magnetic articulography (EMA; AG501, Carstens Medizinelek-
tronik). We attached four sensors to the tongue, approximately
equally spaced to the tongue tip (TT), anterior tongue mid
(TM1), posterior tongue mid (TM2), and to the dorsal region
of the tongue body (TB). Further sensors were placed on the
upper and lower lips (UL, LL), and on the lower incisor to cap-
ture jaw movement (JAW). Reference sensors (nose ridge,
upper incisor and on the mastoid process behind the ears)
were used for the correction of head movements. Kinematic
signals were sampled at 250 Hz. At the same time we
recorded acoustic data at a sampling rate of 25600 Hz. Articu-
latory and acoustic data were post-processed using an algo-
rithm toolbox developed by Carstens Medizinelektronik and
Philip Hoole. While the kinematic signals of the references
sensors were filtered at 5 Hz, we chose a filter frequency of
40 Hz for TT and 20 Hz for the remaining sensors (TM1,
TM2, TB, UL, LL, and JAW). The first derivative of the signals
was filtered at 24 Hz. Finally, the data were corrected for head
movement and rotated to each subject’s occlusion plane.
2.2. Corpus setup

We used sets of target words with singleton and cluster
onsets which allow for the direct comparison of onset-vowel
timing over increasing onset complexity, e.g. set ʃm- consists
of target words [ʃmata] and [mata]. Due to lexical constraints,
we consistently employed disyllabic target words. Since in Pol-
ish the primary word stress falls predominantly on the penulti-
mate nucleus (Gussmann, 2007), all syllables of interest bore
word-level stress. Within each set we kept the phonemic envi-
ronment as consistent as possible to preserve the comparabil-
ity between singleton and cluster target words. However, we
had to include some non-words or proper names in cases
where no appropriate lexical word exists. In these few cases
we included phonologically well-formed items as similar as
possible to lexical words of Polish (e.g. *pnaci [pna ͡tʂi] similar
to pnazcy [pnɔ̧n ͡tʂɨ] ‘climbing (plant)’). For this study we assem-

bled 14 sets of singleton and cluster target words. Table 1
gives the stimuli grouped by coarticulation resistance of the
vowel-adjacent consonant. The choice of onset clusters and
the apparent variability of the vowel-remote consonant (C1)
is conditioned by the intended measurements (see Sec-
tion 2.3.1 below) since for homorganic clusters it is hardly pos-
sible to identify two separate consonantal gestures in
articulography data.

During the recording session, speakers sat in a semi-
anechoic room and produced four randomized blocks of
accented target words embedded in a carrier phrase. The car-
rier phrases varied slightly across sets to avoid monotony
throughout the experiment; however, we used the identical car-
rier phrases within each set. The target words were always
flanked by low vowels, e.g. “Kasia powiedziała <target word>
automatycznie.” (‘Kasia said <target word> automatically.’).
The targeted data set comprised four repetitions per target word
and subject (14 sets � 2 complexity conditions � 4 repeti-
tions � 6 subjects = 672 utterances). We had to exclude 36
utterances due to undetectedmisreadings and technical difficul-
ties during the recording session, leaving 636 items for analysis.
2.3. Measurements

2.3.1. Labeling

The articulatory movement time series obtained for each
articulator were labeled by means of the MATLAB-based
mview algorithm developed by Mark Tiede at Haskins Labora-
tories. The consonantal gestures were identified in the move-
ment time functions of the relevant articulator. Labial
consonants (/m, p, v/) were defined on the basis of lip aperture
(LA), i.e. the Euclidean distance between the sensors attached
to the upper and the lower lips. Consonants having a primary
constriction in the (post-)alveolar (/t, d, n, s, ʃ, l, r/) or velar
region (/k/) were defined on the basis of the sensors attached
to the tongue tip (TT) or the tongue body (TB), respectively.
Once a consonant gesture was manually determined in a given
articulator time series (Fig. 2, solid line), mview detected auto-
matically the maxima in the tangential velocity profile (Fig. 2,
dotted line) corresponding to the articulator movement towards
(PVEL1) and away (PVEL2) from the constriction. These land-
marks were chosen since they can most reliably be identified
algorithmically across conditions.

2.3.2. Temporal organization measurements

Following previous work (e.g. Browman & Goldstein, 1988;
Marin & Pouplier, 2010), we applied articulatory timing mea-
surements as a diagnostic tool to indirectly determine CV over-
lap as the distance between PVEL1 of the vowel-adjacent
consonant and a constant anchor point for each singleton
and cluster target word (cf. Fig. 3). Here, the timepoint of
PVEL1 of the consonant following the vowel was defined as
the anchor point. That means CV overlap was defined as the

temporal lag /m/$ /t/ in [mata] and [ʃmata]. Decreasing tempo-
ral lag values thus indicate increased overlap.

We then computed lag ratios for each cluster in order to
quantify the relative change in CV overlap between singleton
and cluster condition. We averaged all lag measurements of

a given singleton target word (e.g. onset: /m/ $ /t/ in [mata])
and related then the lag value of each occurrence of the corre-

sponding cluster target word (e.g. onset: /m/ $ /t/ in [ʃmata]) to
the singleton mean value. Finally, we centered the lag ratios to
0. Positive lag ratios represent a decrease in CV overlap with
increasing onset complexity. Negative lag ratios indicate an
increase in CV overlap with increasing complexity (cf. Fig. 1).
Lag ratios around 0 suggest no change in CV overlap in the
cluster compared to the singleton condition.

Considering our hypotheses, we expect that onset clusters
with a less coarticulation resistant vowel-adjacent labial stop
should show more CV overlap in the cluster than in the single-
ton condition (i.e. negative lag ratios) while we predict no
change in CV overlap for onset clusters with highly coarticula-
tion resistant vowel-adjacent sibilants (i.e. lag ratios around 0).
Vowel-adjacent alveolar nasals and laterals should show an
intermediate degree of CV overlap change (cf. hierarchy (1)
in the Introduction).

One part of our analyses also considers the possible con-
founding role of VOT in our measurements, a point raised by
Brunner et al. (2014). They argue that decreasing temporal
lags in the case of vowel-adjacent stops may not reflect
changes in CV overlap but merely a shortened VOT between
singleton and cluster conditions. We thus test for our labial



Table 1
Sets of singleton and cluster onset target words. The stimuli are grouped according to the coarticulation resistance of the vowel-adjacent consonant.

sibilants alveolar sonorants labials

SET singleton cluster SET singleton cluster SET singleton cluster

ps- [sɔtjɲa] [psɔtjɲe] ml- [lekaʃ] [mlekax] sp- [pɔdjɲet] [spɔdjɲe]
pʃ- [ʃerek] [pʃeraʑ] vl- [li͡tʃi] [vli ͡tʃɨ] ʃp- [perɔ ̧n] [ʃpera ͡tɕ]
mʃ- [ʃalik] [mʃalik] pl- [latom] [pla ͡tsom] ʃm- [mata] [ʃmata]
ks- [zerɔ] [kserɔ] kl- [lu͡dʑik] [klu ͡tʃɨk] kp- [pjinom] [kpjinom]

pn- [na͡tʂi] [pna͡tʂi]
kn- [nurek] [knurɨ]

Fig. 2. Time functions of tangential velocity (dotted line) and position (solid line) are
schematically displayed. Articulatory landmarks are identified for the peak velocity of the
constriction formation (PVEL1) and the release movement (PVEL2).

Fig. 3. This plot illustrates the temporal lag measurements between, here, /l/ $ /t/ in a
given utterance of target word [latom]. Movement and velocity profiles are given for
tongue tip (TT) and tongue body (TB) in correspondence to the oscillogram in the upper
panel. The vertical solid lines in the TT panels identify the time points of peak velocity of
the particular closing (PVEL1) and opening (PVEL2) movements; the shaded boxes
indicate the constriction plateaus for /l/ and/t/. The temporal lag is defined as the distance
between PVEL1 of /l/ and /t/, respectively. The vertical dashed line indicates the
measurement time point for the vowel which is defined as temporal midpoint of PVEL2 of
/l/ and PVEL1 of /t/. At this point in time we extracted the tongue body (TB) position for
the vowel variability analysis (see Section 2.3.3).
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condition which contains mostly stops as vowel-adjacent con-
sonants whether the lag decrease is equivalent in size to the
reduction of VOT duration between singleton and cluster.
VOT was measured from the acoustic signal as the interval
between the closure release of the stop and the beginning of
periodicity for the following vowel. Then we subtracted for each
token this VOT duration from the respective temporal lag
gained from the articulatory analysis and recomputed the lag
ratios without VOT.
2.3.3. Tongue body position measurements

As mentioned earlier, the temporal lag between the vowel-
adjacent consonant and a constant anchor point is an indirect
measure to indicate changes in CV overlap over increasing
onset complexity. We complement the temporal measures by
also looking at tongue body position changes which should
be concomitant with increased overlap. Since it is difficult to
reliably segment vowel movements in EMA data across differ-
ent consonantal contexts, we defined the vowel as the tempo-
ral midpoint of PVEL2 of the vowel-adjacent consonant and
PVEL1 of the anchor consonant in the tongue body (TB) trajec-
tory. This time point matches the acoustic midpoint of the vowel
fairly well (cf. dashed line in Fig. 3). The TB sensor position
should reflect the respective tongue position of the vowels.

To measure the C-to-V coarticulation in singleton and clus-
ter condition, we adapted the Euclidean Distance Ratio (EDR)
methodology from Harrington (2006). He used this method to
quantify the relative proximity of a particular vowel to two other
vowel categories. Analogously, for most of the cluster target
words in our corpus we assigned two singleton target words
to figure out the relative proximity of vowel tongue body posi-
tion between matched cluster and singleton target words

(e.g. [spɔdjɲe] compared to [pɔdjɲet] and [sɔtjɲa]). This analysis
could only be performed for cases in which we had matching
triplets of target words with similar segmental compositions
(Table 2). This was the case for only parts of our corpus since
the design of our study was primarily aimed at singleton-cluster
target pairs.

For each subject and triplet of target words, we identified for

both singleton target words (e.g. /ɔ/ in [pɔdjɲet] and [sɔtjɲa]) the
respective centroid of the tongue body position during the
vowel. Then we determined for each singleton and cluster
token of the particular triplet the Euclidean distance to the cen-

troid of C2V (e.g. /ɔ/ in [pɔdjɲet]) and the centroid to C1V (i.e. /ɔ/
in [sɔtjɲa]). We thus derived for each singleton and cluster
token the Euclidean distances to the respective centroids,
i.e. E1 and E2. Finally, we calculated the logarithmic Euclidean
distance ratio (EDR = log(E1/E2)) to quantify the relative prox-
imity of each token to these two singleton centroids (cf. Fig. 4).

For the singleton conditions, positive EDR values corre-
spond to the singleton target word beginning with the vowel-
remote consonant of the cluster condition (C1V); negative
EDR values correspond to the singleton target word beginning
with the vowel-adjacent consonant of the cluster condition
(C2V). To the extent that C1 in C1C2V cluster exerts influence
on the vowel, EDR values are expected to fall between the

EDR values of C1V and C2V (here: [sɔtjɲa] and [pɔdjɲet]). An
EDR of 0 would indicate that a cluster vowel token (C1C2V)
is equidistant to the singleton centroids. If a given pair of

C2V and C1C2V tokens has similar EDR values, this indicates
that the vowel tongue body position did not change with
increasing onset complexity, as to be expected if C2 blocks

increasing overlap with the vowel. If, however, C2V and



Table 2
Triplets of cluster target word (C1C2V) and corresponding singleton target words (C1V and C2V). Triplets are grouped with respect to the coarticulation resistance of the vowel-adjacent
consonant of the cluster condition. The onset consonant in C1V target words corresponds to the vowel-remote consonant in C1C2V target words (e.g. [sɔtjɲa] and [spɔdjɲe]). The onset
consonant in C2V target words corresponds to the vowel-adjacent consonant in C1C2V target words (e.g. [pɔdjɲet] and [spɔdjɲe]).

sibilants alveolar sonorants labials

C1V C1C2V C2V C1V C1C2V C2V C1V C1C2V C2V

½pɔdjɲet� [psɔtjɲe] [sɔtjɲa] [mata] [pla͡tsom] [latom] [sɔtjɲa] [spɔdjɲe] [pɔdjɲet]
½perɔ ̧n� [pʃeraʑ] [ʃerek] [vi͡tse] [vli͡tʃɨ] [li͡tʃi] [ʃerek] [ʃpera ͡tɕ] [perɔ ̧n]
½mata� [mʃalik] [ʃalik] [mata] [pna͡tʂi] [na ͡tʂi] [ʃalik] [ʃmata] [mata]

Fig. 4. Illustration of the Euclidean Distance Ratio procedure by means of tongue body
position data for speaker PL3. Ellipses represent the distribution of the respective
singleton vowels with the determined centroids indicating ‘prototypical’ vocalic tongue
body positions for, here, [sɔtjɲa] and [pɔdjɲet]. The distance measures E1 and E2
indicate the Euclidean distances of one particular cluster vowel (i.e. [spɔdjɲe]) to the
centroids. The Euclidean Distance Ratio (EDR) was then computed as log(E1/E2).
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C1C2V tokens have clearly diverging EDR values, this indi-
cates the vowel-remote consonant (C1) exerted coarticulatory
influence on the vowel in C1C2V target word.

We hypothesize that EDR values for the vowel in the cluster
condition differ as a function of the coarticulation resistance of
the vowel-adjacent consonant in parallel to the temporal lag
measure: Since the less coarticulation resistant labials (group
labials) allow for more CV overlap in the cluster compared to

the singleton condition, we expect EDR values of C1C2V

tokens to differ from C2V tokens, tending towards C1V tokens.
For target words of group sibilants the tongue body position of
the vowel is not assumed to change with increasing onset

complexity (i.e. similar EDR values for C1C2V and C2V) since
the vowel-adjacent sibilant is expected to prevent an increase
of onset-vowel overlap. Target words of the group alveolar
sonorants should consequently show an intermediate pattern
due to the moderate resistance to coarticulation of vowel-
adjacent alveolar sonorants.
5 The results of the by-set analysis are given in Fig. 7 in the Appendix to allow for
comparisons to previous studies.
2.4. Statistical analyses

For statistical analyses, we used the R environment (R Core
Team, 2013) to carry out linear mixed models (lme4 package:
Bates, 2010; Bates, Mächler, Bolker, & Walker, 2015).
P-values were obtained by comparing, for example, one model
with and one without the fixed factor/without the interaction of
the fixed factors. Unless stated otherwise, we excluded the
potential random factor Repetition since it was not required
by the particular model. Tukey post-hoc tests (multcomp pack-
age: Hothorn, Bretz, & Westfall, 2008) were carried out to per-
form pairwise comparisons.
3. Results

3.1. Temporal measurements on onset-vowel overlap

In this section we present the results for the relative change
in CV overlap as a function of cluster group. Fig. 55 gives the
mean lag ratios for each group in the order of decreasing coar-
ticulation resistance of the vowel-adjacent consonant from left to
right. Negative lag ratios indicate a CV overlap increase with
increasing onset complexity. Positive lag ratios suggest a CV
overlap decrease. No change is indicated by lag ratios around 0.

The linear trend in Fig. 5 confirms our hypothesis that the
relative change of CV overlap between singleton and cluster
condition is affected by the degree of coarticulation resistance
of the vowel-adjacent consonant: for highly coarticulation resis-
tant sibilants there is no change in CV overlap between cluster
and singleton condition (i.e. ratios around 0) while labials group
with low coarticulation resistance shows the greatest change in
CV overlap between singleton and cluster conditions; vowel-
adjacent alveolar nasals and laterals (group alveolar sono-
rants) show as predicted an intermediate pattern of relative
CV overlap. We carried out a mixed model analysis to test
whether the dependent variable Lag Ratio differed between
Groups (three levels: sibilants, alveolar sonorants, and labials);
Speaker and Set served as random factors. The relative
change of CV overlap between singleton and cluster onsets
differed significantly as a function of Group (v2[2] = 10.0,
p < 0.01). This corroborates our hypothesis that the coarticula-
tion resistance of the vowel-adjacent consonant interacts with
cluster-vowel timing. Post-hoc Tukey tests revealed a signifi-
cant differences between sibilants and labials (p < 0.01) and
alveolar sonorants and labials (p < 0.05). However, the com-
parison between groups sibilants and alveolar sonorants was
not significant.

In addition to the between-group differences concerning the
relative CV overlap change, we ran a second mixed model to
evaluate whether CV overlap changed significantly between
singleton and cluster condition within each group. This analy-
sis is informative as to whether we see the expected C-
center effect within each group. We tested the interaction of
the fixed factors Group (three levels: sibilants, alveolar sono-



Fig. 5. Lag ratios for onset clusters with sibilants, alveolar laterals/nasals and labial stop consonants in vowel-adjacent position indicating the relative change of CV overlap. Error bars:
±1.00 SD.
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rants, and labials) and Complexity (two levels: singleton and
cluster) on the dependent variable Temporal Lags. As random
factors we used Subject, Set, and Word. While the interaction
turned out be significant (v2[2] = 7.2, p < 0.05), the subsequent
Post-hoc Tukey tests revealed only for group labials (i.e. sets
kp-, ʃm-, ʃp-, and sp-) significantly more CV overlap in the
cluster than in the corresponding singleton condition
(p < 0.001). For the remaining groups sibilants and alveolar
sonorants we could not observe a significant increase in CV
overlap with increasing onset complexity (sibilants: p = 0.99;
alveolar sonorants: p = 0.16). In sum the CV overlap results
confirm the hypothesized effect of coarticulation resistance of
the vowel-adjacent consonant on onset-vowel overlap (cf. suc-
cessive decline of lag ratios in Fig. 5). It is particularly interest-
ing that only labial consonants overlapped more with the vowel
with increasing onset complexity, although Fig. 5 shows that
qualitatively the effect is in the predicted direction for alveolar
sonorants also (lag ratio < 0).

The results suggest a clear quantitative difference in lag
ratios between groups labials and sibilants/alveolar sonorants
(cf. Fig. 5). We now turn to the question whether this result
could have been conditioned by other phonetic properties than
consonantal coarticulation resistance, in particular aspiration
differences between singleton and cluster stops might con-
found the lag measures (Brunner et al., 2014). We therefore
subtracted each token’s VOT duration from its temporal lag
for all clusters but ʃm- in the group labials (kp-, sp-, and ʃp-;
see Method). The comparison of the two available data sets
of temporal lag measurements allows us to investigate how
VOT changes of the vowel-adjacent stops in singleton and
cluster condition affects the onset-vowel timing. If the VOT dif-
ference between singletons and clusters is the main factor that
conditioned our results, then we would expect to see clearly
divergent lag ratios for the genuine (+VOT) and the simulated
(�VOT) data, i.e. the lag ratios for the simulated sets should be
around 0 (cf. groups sibilant and alveolar sonorants in Fig. 5).

Table 3 contrasts the lag ratios determined for the genuine
data set (+VOT) and the simulated data set (�VOT). The over-
view confirms that the relative CV overlap increase is slightly
diminished for all sets when VOT duration was excluded from
the temporal lags, i.e. mean lag ratios are consistently closer to
0 in �VOT than +VOT columns. The mixed model carried out
similarly to the previous analyses revealed an interaction of
Group (three levels: sibilants, alveolar sonorants, and labials)
and Complexity (two levels: singleton and cluster) only at trend
level (v2[2] = 4.7, p = 0.095), but both fixed factors were signif-
icant (Group: v2[2] = 11.9, p < 0.01; Complexity: v2[1] = 7.1,
p < 0.01). Post-hoc Tukey tests showed a significantly increas-
ing CV overlap with increasing onset complexity only for Group
labials (p < 0.05), but not for Groups sibilants and alveolar
sonorants. Evaluating the question whether this reduced rela-
tive CV overlap change has affected the inter-group differ-
ences, we used again the Lag Ratios as the dependent
variable, Groups (three levels: sibilants, alveolar sonorants,
and labials) as fixed factor and Speaker and Set as random
factors. This mixed model revealed a significant effect of Group
on Lag Ratios (v2[2] = 7.6, p < 0.05), but the Post-hoc Tukey
confirmed only between the groups labials and sibilants a sig-
nificant difference (p < 0.05). In sum, the analysis of the simu-
lated sets with vowel-adjacent labials confirms that VOT
difference between singletons and clusters is not the driving
factor for our temporal results on CV overlap.

3.2. Coarticulatory measurements on onset-vowel overlap

Up to this point we determined CV overlap indirectly by
comparing onset-vowel timing under increasing onset com-
plexity. We will now present the results of the analysis on ton-
gue body position data as outlined in Section 2.3.3. In Fig. 6 we
present for each group of onset triplets the Euclidean Distance
Ratios (EDR) by cluster group. For the singleton conditions,
positive EDR values correspond to the singleton target word
beginning with the vowel-remote consonant of the cluster con-
dition (C1V); negative EDR values correspond to the singleton
target word beginning with the vowel-adjacent consonant of
the cluster condition (C2V). For the cluster conditions
(C1C2V), an EDR of 0 would indicate that the vowel the in clus-
ter condition is equidistant to the singleton centroids. In this

analysis the comparison of C1C2V and C2V is particularly
meaningful since it demonstrates how vowel tongue body posi-



Table 3
Comparison of the lag ratios for the genuine (+VOT) and the simulated (�VOT) data of kp-,
sp-, and ʃp-.

Lag ratios

+VOT �VOT

kp- �0.17 �0.14
sp- �0.10 �0.06
ʃp- �0.15 �0.14
mean �0.14 �0.11

Fig. 6. Logarithmic Euclidean Distance Ratios by cluster group (C2 = sibilants, alveolar
sonorants, and labials) and target word type (C1V, C1C2V, and C2V).
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tion varies with increasing onset complexity. If C1C2Vand C2V
target words (i.e. target words with the same vowel-adjacent
consonant) have similar EDR values, this indicates that the
position of the tongue body during the vowel did not change

with increasing onset complexity. If, however, C1C2V and

C2V target words have clearly diverging EDR values, then
the vowel is coarticulated by the vowel-remote consonant.

Considering first the C1C2V conditions in Fig. 6, a differ-
ence between alveolar sonorants/labials and sibilants is evi-
dent: while the cluster condition of group sibilants has clearly
negative EDR values (sibilants: mean = �1.24), the cluster
conditions of the remaining two groups show EDR values clo-
ser to 0 (alveolar sonorants: mean = �0.51; labials:
mean = �0.57). This implies that the tongue body position
changes during the vowel of the cluster tokens relative to both
of the singleton centroids is roughly the same for groups alve-
olar sonorants and labials. A mixed model tested whether the
relative tongue body position changes (i.e. EDR values of
C1C2V tokens) varied as a function of cluster group (i.e.
Group; three levels: sibilants, alveolar sonorants, and labials);
Speaker and Triplet served as random factors. Results
revealed a significant effect of Group on the relative change
of vowel tongue body position (v2[2] = 11.397, p < 0.01). A
post-hoc Tukey test further confirmed a significant difference
between sibilants and labials (p < 0.01) and sibilants and alve-
olar sonorants (p < 0.01); alveolar sonorants and labials did
not differ significantly from each other. This suggests that as
coarticulation resistance of the vowel-adjacent consonant
decreases, the coarticulatory influence of the vowel-remote
consonant on the vowel increases (i.e. C1-to-V coarticulation:
sibilants < alveolar sonorants, labials).

Since this comparison does not actually quantify the degree
of tongue body position change within each group, we now
look at differences between singleton and cluster conditions
by cluster group focusing only on tokens with the same
vowel-adjacent consonant (i.e. C2V vs. C1C2V). By visual
inspection, for group sibilants the corresponding boxes are
fairly similar (Fig. 6, left), i.e. the tongue body position of the
vowel did not change with increasing onset complexity. This
conforms with our hypothesis for sibilants since vowel-
adjacent sibilants apparently prevent increasing onset-vowel
overlap. Group labials on the other hand shows clearly differ-
ent EDR values for C2V and C1C2V (Fig. 6, right) which indi-
cates that the C1 sibilant in the C1C2V condition exerts
influence on the vowel (i.e. C1-to-V coarticulation). This again
corroborates our hypothesis that less coarticulation resistant
labials allow for onset-vowel overlap increase from singleton
to cluster condition. Finally, for group alveolar sonorants the
EDR values slightly differ between C2V and C1C2V tokens.
We conducted a mixed model to test for an interaction of
Group (three levels: sibilants, alveolar sonorants, and labials)
and Onset Complexity (two levels: C2V, C1C2V) on the depen-
dent variable EDR with Speaker, Set, and Word as random
factors. The interaction of the fixed factors was significant
(v2[2] = 10.716, p < 0.01). A post-hoc Tukey test revealed a
significant difference between cluster and singleton condition
for the groups alveolar sonorants (p < 0.01) and labials
(p < 0.001), but not for sibilants (p = 0.13). The statistical anal-
ysis thus confirms that the vowel coarticulated with vowel-
remote consonants (i.e. C1-to-V coarticulation) in onset target
words with a vowel-adjacent /n, l, m, p/, but not in those with
vowel-adjacent sibilants.
4. Summary and discussion

Since previous research suggests that models of articula-
tory correlates of syllable structure do not sufficiently take the
segmental composition of the syllable into account, we sys-
tematically investigated in this study to what extent cluster-
vowel timing depends on cluster composition and particularly
on the coarticulation resistance of the vowel-adjacent conso-
nant. We applied the articulatory timing measures previously
used in C-center studies by comparing onset-vowel timing in

singleton and cluster onsets (i.e. CV vs. CCV). We further ana-
lyzed the articulatory variability of vowels with respect to onset
complexity and used the degree of contextual vowel variability
conditioned by C1 as an index of onset-vowel overlap change.
For both the temporal and coarticulatory measurements we
expected an effect of the coarticulation resistance of the
vowel-adjacent consonant on onset-vowel overlap, i.e. rela-
tively more CV overlap change for group labials compared to
sibilants and an intermediate pattern for group alveolar sono-
rants. We will summarize first the results presented in this
paper before we turn to the discussion of the how to account
for these findings within the gestural model of syllable
structure.

The analysis of the temporal lag ratios revealed significant
inter-group differences as indicated in Fig. 5 in terms of a suc-
cessive increase of the relative change of CV overlap with
decreasing coarticulation resistance of the vowel-adjacent
consonant. More precisely, we found no change in CV overlap
for vowel-adjacent sibilant onsets (i.e. lag ratios close to 0 for
group sibilants) but the largest increase in CV overlap for
onsets with vowel-adjacent labials (i.e. clearly negative lag
ratios for group labials). In addition, we observed an intermedi-
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ate degree of CV overlap change for vowel-adjacent alveolar
sonorant onsets. The quantitative difference between vowel-
adjacent alveolar sonorant and labial onsets is in accordance
with recent data for American English and German (cf.
Goldstein et al., 2009; Marin & Pouplier, 2010; Pouplier,
2012). Overall, the outcome of our study confirms our hypoth-
esis that onset-vowel timing interacts with the coarticulation
resistance of the vowel-adjacent consonant.

We further investigated the role of VOT as a possible con-
founding factor (cf. Brunner et al., 2014). Subtracting VOT val-
ues from the temporal lag measures attenuated the effect but
did not change the overall pattern of our results. The simulated
lag ratios of group labials revealed a significant CV overlap
increase from singleton to cluster condition even when VOT
duration was factored out. This provides clear evidence
against Brunner et al.’s (2014) claim that VOT is one of the
main factors conditioning C-center type results. In addition,
our findings confirm previous results for Romanian: Marin
(2013) found a relative increase of CV overlap for /sp, sk/ com-
pared to /p, k/ onsets even though Romanian stops are gener-
ally unaspirated.

Complementary to the temporal lag measurements we
applied a second analysis that gauged onset-vowel overlap
from tongue body position changes during the vowel. These
results are in close agreement with the temporal lag results
in that the relative change in tongue body position of a given
vowel (conditioned by C1) varied as a function of coarticulation
resistance of C2. In target words in which a coarticulatorily
aggressive sibilant was adjacent to the vowel, tongue body
position during the vowel was similar in singleton (C2V) and
cluster (C1C2V) condition, there was no influence of C1. We
found for group alveolar sonorants a statistical similar pattern
as for group labials. While the pattern for labials is as
expected, alveolar sonorants did not quite pattern as predicted
(i.e. vowel-adjacent /l, n/ allowed for a relative onset-vowel
overlap increase), even if Fig. 6 suggests a slightly smaller ton-
gue body position change compared to group labials.

In sum, the temporal and position measurements applied in
this study revealed parallel results and substantiate the
hypothesized interaction of coarticulation resistance of the
vowel-adjacent consonant and temporal onset-vowel organiza-
tion. More precisely, we found in both measurements that the
degree of lingual coarticulation resistance of the vowel-
adjacent consonant conditions the degree to which onset-
vowel overlap changes under increasing onset complexity:
onset-vowel overlap gradually increases as coarticulation
resistance of the vowel-adjacent consonant decreases. How-
ever, with respect to the clusters with vowel-adjacent alveolar
sonorants, there is some inconsistency across analyses: in
the temporal measurements group alveolar sonorants pat-
terned statistically with group sibilants, while in the coarticula-
tory measurements group alveolar sonorants patterned with
group labials. To some extent, such a variable behavior can
arguably be expected from an ‘intermediate’ category. More-
over, the second (coarticulatory) analysis was carried out on
a subset of clusters used in the first (temporal) analysis, i.e.
the difference in patterning may simply be conditioned by dif-
ferences in statistical power. An alternative explanation con-
cerns inherent limitations of the coarticulation resistance
categories proposed in hierarchy (1). Polish consonants have
thus far not been investigated in terms of coarticulation resis-
tance, therefore the hierarchy applied here relies primarily on
an external coarticulation resistance scale derived from conso-
nants of other languages than Polish. That we adopted this
scale for our study on Polish consonants might constitute a lim-
itation of our results since the degree of a consonant’s coartic-
ulation resistance is conceivable to vary cross-linguistically
and the underlying qualitative resistance measure (i.e. degree
of articulatory constraint (DAC); e.g. Recasens et al., 1997;
Recasens & Espinosa, 2009) might be too rough for an ade-
quate distinction between the alveolar nasals, laterals, and
sibilants. At the same time, as laid out in the Introduction, we
believe that our choice of consonants was such that we can
relatively safely assume that we have sampled three different
levels along the coarticulation resistance scale. Establishing
an independent, language-specific coarticulation resistance
scale for Polish was outside the scope of this experiment but
will nonetheless remain an important issue for future research.

In the following, we will discuss how the results of the tem-
poral and coarticulatory measurements on onset-vowel over-
lap may be integrated into the gestural model of syllable
structure which motivated our study. We will also consider
whether a syllable model built on the jaw cycle (Lindblom,
2011; MacNeilage & Davis, 2000; Redford, 1999) may add fur-
ther insights to the interpretation of the results. Finally, the
effects of frequency on coarticulatory patterns is taken into
consideration (Marin, 2013).

Coarticulation is generally seen to be the result of spatially
and temporally overlapping gestures and hence the gestural
model is in principle ideally suited to model these effects.
Fowler and Saltzman (1993) considered two possible scenar-
ios for coarticulatory interactions of overlapping gestures,
depending on whether the overlapping gestures share the
same articulators or not. For example, since the tongue is
not a shared articulator between vowel and consonant in /
apa/, there will be maximal consonant–vowel coarticulation.
This contrasts with cases like /asa/ in which vowel and conso-
nant impose conflicting demands on the same articulator
(here: tongue body) with the results of gestural blending. And
indeed, blending coefficients or articulator weights are an inte-
gral part of the task dynamic model (Fowler & Saltzman, 1993;
Saltzman & Munhall, 1989), they specify the degree to which a
given gesture dominates the vocal tract, i.e. coarticulation
resistance and aggression. For instance, the lingual coarticula-
tion resistance of a sibilant is implemented by a relatively
greater weighting of the consonantal compared to the vocalic
tongue body gesture, limiting vowel-induced variability of the
sibilant (i.e. a low degree of V-to-C coarticulation). In the case
of coarticulatorily least resistant labials, the blending parame-
ter is irrelevant since the labial and the vowel do not share
the same (lingual) articulator, hence there is, in terms of the
tongue, no constraint on V-to-C coarticulation.

The task dynamic application (TADA; Nam, Goldstein,
Saltzman, & Byrd, 2004) is a computational implementation
of task dynamics and the gestural coupling model (Browman
& Goldstein, 2000; Goldstein et al., 2009; Nam et al., 2009;
Saltzman & Munhall, 1989) in which gestural parameters
(e.g. articulator target and weights) as well as intergestural
coordination parameters are freely configurable. Using TADA,
recent studies (Iskarous et al., 2012; Pastätter & Pouplier,
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2014) demonstrated the effectiveness of the blending parame-
ter to model different coarticulation effects in CV sequences:
by means of a systematic alteration of the blending parameter
these studies successfully modeled for a variety of consonants
the particular vowel-induced variability patterns as observed in
real articulatory data. Although the task dynamic mechanism of
blending is in principle capable of capturing the spatial effects
of V-to-C coarticulation in CCV sequences observed in our
study, it cannot predict the temporal effects of coarticulation
resistance of the vowel-adjacent consonant on cluster-vowel
organization. When synthesizing, for instance, /ps/ and /sp/
clusters in TADA, the C-center effect invariably emerges,
despite sibilants being modeled with a greater dominance over
tongue body control compared to the vocalic gesture. The
model output is thus in accordance with the gestural syllable
model which maintains that onsets are, independently of their
segmental composition, specified for the same coupling rela-
tions (see Introduction). That is, while the blending parameter
influences the spatial configuration of the vocal tract, it has
no influence on the degree of temporal overlap. This, however,
is precisely the interaction uncovered in our study.

We propose in the following that coupling or bonding
strength (Goldstein & Fowler, 2003) is a parameter that allows
us to model the present results in a principled fashion. Interest-
ingly, the concept of coupling strength was first introduced in
the context of competing phase relationships which are the
basis for the C-center effect (Browman & Goldstein, 2000).
Coupling strength is a modeling device to give different blend-
ing weights to competing phase relationships, parallel to the
spatial dominance parameter (articulator weights) used to
implement coarticulation resistance. Browman and Goldstein
(2000) originally argued that the C-center effect required a
greater coupling strength for C–C anti-phase coupling relative
to each consonant’s C–V in-phase coupling (more on this
below). This, however, has not been pursued in subsequent
publications nor has it been implemented this way in TADA.
The authors further proposed that different coupling strength
settings between gestures would allow for continuous variation
in gestural overlap due to prosodic factors and speaking style,
but generally the function of this parameter has not received
any deeper elaboration in the gestural model and hence at pre-
sent lacks predictive power. By default in TADA all coupling
strength settings are equal. We argue here that coupling
strength can be used as a means to model the interaction of
coarticulation resistance with different degrees of onset-
vowel overlap. Specifically, we assume a correlation between
the degree of coarticulation resistance of C2 and the degree
of coupling strength.

Recall that in the gestural model cohesion among gestures
is achieved via pair-wise coupling relations. As laid out in the
Introduction, #C1C2V onsets are modeled in terms of three
competing phase relations: C1–V, C2–V, both specified as in-
phase, and C1–C2, specified to be anti-phase (e.g. Browman
& Goldstein, 2000). While each of these coupling relations is
associated with a coupling strength value, all coupling strength
values are assumed to be equal in the current implementation,
meaning the competing phase relations are blended with equal
weights. Similar to the spatial dominance values which specify
the degree to which a given gesture’s parameters dominate
articulator position / vocal tract shape, a lower or higher degree
of coupling strength determines the degree to which the sur-
face timing of the articulators reflects the underlyingly specified
phase relation associated with a given coupling relation.
Thereby a higher coupling strength value means greater
weight or dominance is given to that coupling strength value
in the case of blending. For instance in Goldstein et al.
(2009) coupling strength is manipulated in order to model
between speaker variability in terms of how closely individual
speakers’ onset cluster productions match the C-center pattern
manifest in the cross-population mean. Thereby the focus is on
modeling variation in the behavior of either C1 or C2 in
#C1C2V onsets. If both C–V coupling relations are equally
strong (the default), both consonants will deviate to an equal
degree from their respective singleton CV timing pattern.
Decreasing one of the consonant’s coupling strength parame-
ter gives greater dominance of the C–V (in-phase) coupling of
the other consonant. For instance, when decreasing the cou-
pling strength of C1–V, C2–V will remain closer to its singleton
timing pattern (less shift), since the competing phase relation-
ships will be resolved at the relative greater expense of C1–V.

We propose here that each gesture should be associated
generally with a characteristic coupling strength value repre-
senting its degree of coarticulation resistance. This is reminis-
cent of the numeric DAC scale of coarticulation resistance
introduced by Recasens and colleagues (e.g. Recasens &
Espinosa, 2009; Recasens et al., 1997). A ramification of this
is that also singleton C–V coupling relations will be associated
with different coupling strength values depending on the inher-
ent value contributed by each specific C and V. But as with the
spatial dominance parameters, this will only come into play if
there are mutually incompatible phase relationship as is the
case for the C-center model. For singletons, in-phase is the
only specified phase relationship for C–V. For example, if we
arbitrarily assign a value of 0.8 to coarticulatory resistant /s/,
but a value of 0.2 for less resistant /p/, the in-phase coupling
relationship is implemented in any case for syllables /sɔ/ and
/pɔ/, since it is the only phase relationship specified. This does,
however, make the prediction that CV timing in /sɔ/ should be
less susceptible to variation than the CV timing in /pɔ/ if com-
peting demands should arise, as might be conceivable through
higher-level prosodic grouping (e.g. Smith, 2004). Yet prosodic
grouping beyond the syllable has hardly ever been addressed
in the gestural model, therefore elaborating and testing this
prediction will have to remain a topic for future research. In
order to test the idea that coupling strength can be used to
model the interaction between coarticulation resistance and
onset-vowel organization evident for clusters, we manipulated
the coupling strength parameter in TADA and tried to replicate
our results for /psɔ/ and /spɔ/.

In TADA two coupling strengths are specified for each pair-
wise coupling relation (e.g. C2–V), one contributed by the con-
sonant and one by the vowel. Again, by default all values are
the same. In order to probe the hypothesized correlation of
coarticulation resistance and coupling strength, we assigned
an arbitrarily higher coupling strength value for coarticulatory
resistant /s/ (a ¼ 0:8) compared to less coarticulatory resistant
/p/ (a ¼ 0:2). The vowel contributed a ¼ 1:0 in all cases. First,
CV singleton onsets (/pɔ, sɔ/) were modeled using these
parameters, then the complex onsets /spɔ/ and /psɔ/ were gen-
erated. In the latter case, the C1–C2 coupling relation was



Table 4
Logarithmic probabilities of summed cluster frequencies by C2 group. The closer the
logarithmic probability values are to 0, the higher the cluster frequency.

Cluster Probability

Rank C2 Group Log(Prop)

1 sibilants �1.70
2 labials �2.24
3 alveolar sonorants �2.67
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given the same value (a ¼ 1:0) for both /ps/ and /sp/, since the
clusters combine the same consonants. These parameter set-
tings ensure that in all singleton/cluster cases, there is a higher
coupling strength associated with the sibilant–vowel coupling
relation compared to the labial–vowel coupling relation. The
model output shows first of all that, as predicted, timing in
the singleton C–V output is not affected by differences in cou-
pling strength settings between /pɔ/ and /sɔ/, i.e. both labial
and sibilant start synchronously with the vowel. For /ps/ the
vowel-adjacent sibilant starts near-synchronously with the
vowel since the relative stronger coupling strength of the
sibilant-vowel phasing causes a tight bonding of the vowel-
adjacent sibilant and the vowel. For /sp/ however the relatively
weaker coupling strength of the labial-vowel phasing allows for
a relative increased overlap of the vowel-adjacent labial and
the vowel. This indicates that the relative strength of C1–V
and C2–V coupling relations is the determinant of how far C2
overlaps with the vowel in the cluster condition. Hence we sug-
gest that the concept of coarticulation resistance in the gestu-
ral model should be expanded from a purely spatial dominance
factor into a factor that affects both spatial and temporal rela-
tions among overlapping gestures (see also Iskarous et al.
(2013) for a proposal of a more complex approach to the spa-
tial dominance parameter). In sum, we demonstrated a way of
how the results of the present study can be integrated into the
gestural model of syllable organization in a principled fashion,
without affecting the underlying coupling modes, i.e. in-phase
(C1–V, C2–V) and anti-phase (C1–C2) coordination.

Our study was to a large degree motivated by Marin’s
(2013) observation that some clusters in Romanian did not
show the C-center effect (see Introduction), some of which
had a sibilant in vowel-adjacent position (/ps, ks/), but some
of which did not (/kn/ and /kt/). Our proposal that coarticulation
resistance is at the heart of that result would explain the pat-
terning of /ps, ks/. Firstly, this highlights that a given segment’s
coarticulation resistance is not solely determined by the
degree of dorsal control, but is also a function of stringent pro-
duction requirements on other articulators such as the jaw.
Again sibilants are a case in point since they allow for very little
contextual variation in jaw position (e.g. Iskarous, Pouplier,
Marin, & Harrington, 2010). This may be extended to /kt/, since
it has been argued independently that voiceless coronal stops
are for aerodynamic reasons quite restrictive in their require-
ment for a high jaw position (Mooshammer, Hoole, &
Geumann, 2007). Therefore the patterning of /kt/ with group
sibilants may again be due to the coarticulation resistance of
the jaw of the vowel-adjacent consonant. This generally raises
the point about the role of the jaw in syllable organization and
hence for our current results. It is generally recognized that the
jaw has a foundational basis for the syllable (e.g. MacNeilage
& Davis, 2000; Rochet-Capellan & Schwartz, 2007; Redford,
1999), even though it is also clear that it is not a sole determi-
nant of syllable patterns (Redford & van Donkelaar, 2008;
Nam, Goldstein, Giulivi, Levitt, & Whalen, 2013). In the frame/-
content approach formulated by MacNeilage and colleagues
(e.g. MacNeilage, 1998; MacNeilage & Davis, 2000), it is
sometimes assumed that the segments of a syllable have to
accommodate to a more or less constant jaw frame which
serves as a basic timer in speech production (cf. Lindblom,
2011). In this view, increasing onset complexity therefore leads
to decreased consonant duration in clusters compared to sin-
gleton consonant productions and/or increased consonantal
overlap since more consonants have to be fitted into a more
or less constant jaw frame. This would capture similarly to
the C-center model the ‘default’ pattern of increased C–V over-
lap in singleton compared to cluster productions. However, this
model has not been developed to account for differential CV
(nor CC) overlap patterns depending on cluster composition.

Apart from the main focus of this study, we also consider
lexical cluster frequency as a plausible confound in our data.
Marin (2011, 2013) points out that the low frequency of Roma-
nian clusters (e.g. /kn/, /ps/, and /ks/) may condition an unex-
pected syllable timing pattern at odds with the C-center
model, but she also points out that in another study on German
(Pouplier, 2012), other lexically marginal, very low frequency
clusters displayed the expected C-center organization. In gen-
eral, the role of frequency in speech production is widely rec-
ognized (among many others, Gahl, 2008; Jurafsky, Bell,
Gregory, & Raymond, 2001; Levelt & Wheeldon, 1994). More
frequent words tend to be reduced durationally and in terms
of articulator position, and also fare better on accuracy, speed
of production, and fluency metrics. Important in the current
context is the fact that there is some evidence that frequency
affects coarticulation specifically (Munson & Solomon, 2004;
Pouplier, Marin, Hoole, & Kochetov, 2017; Scarborough,
2004; Tomaschek, Wieling, Arnold, & Baayen, 2013; but see
Wright, 1997, 2004) with higher frequency conditioning an
increase in coarticulation (i.e. overlap). For our current study
we assume that token frequency of each cluster was the rele-
vant level to evaluate. We thus assembled freely available
samples of the National Corpus of Polish (transcripts of gov-
ernmental sessions; Przepiórkowski, 2013), the PELCRA cor-
pus (spoken language; Pezzik, 2011), and a third corpus which

includes subtitles of movies and TV series (Dave, 2012). Taken
together, the total corpus size amounts 64431358 tokens
(742216 types). For each of our stimulus groups (sibilants,
alveolar sonorants, and labials), we summed the token fre-
quencies of the relevant clusters in absolute initial position
and calculated the log probabilities as listed in Table 4.

According to the cluster probabilities given in Table 4, onset
clusters with vowel-adjacent sibilants (n = 1274032) occurred
more frequently than clusters with vowel-adjacent labials (n
= 368866) and alveolar sonorants (n = 136734). If frequency
determines the degree of onset-vowel overlap, our results
would predict the sibilants group to show the lowest frequency
and the labials group to have the highest frequency. This
clearly is not the case: against expectations, the sibilants
group has the highest token frequency. However, this effect
is largely carried by the cluster /pʃ/, which by itself counts
1249321 occurrences in our corpus. If we factor out this



Fig. 7. Appendix. Lag ratios for the individual sets. Negative lag ratios indicate increased CV overlap in the cluster relative to the singleton condition; positive lag ratios indicate that the
CV overlap decreased between cluster and singleton. Filled bars represent the means shown in Fig. 5.
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cluster, a probability ranking emerges that matches the results
found in this study in that the higher frequency clusters are the
ones which showed increasing onset-vowel overlap (log prob-
ability: labials (�2.24) < alveolar sonorants (�2.67) < sibilants
(�3.42)). Yet it is unclear how to motivate the exclusion of /
pʃ/. Also when taking a more detailed look at the frequency pat-
terns, individual cluster frequencies are problematic for a pure
frequency account. For instance, clusters /kp/ and /ʃp/ showed
similar timing patterns (see Fig. 7), yet these clusters differed
drastically in their frequency of occurrence in our corpus (n
= 10 vs. n = 15866, respectively). Also note that /pʃ/, which is
by far the highest frequency cluster in the corpus has lag ratio
values close to zero (no increase in overlap between singleton
and cluster, see Fig. 7). Altogether, frequency may thus
account for some of the qualitative differences observed
between the groups sibilants, alveolar sonorants, and labials
in Figs. 5 and 6, but it is unlikely to be the major factor condi-
tioning our results. To gain a deeper understanding of the role
of frequency in articulatory timing, an experiment targeting fre-
quency specifically will have to be done in future research.

To conclude, in this study we provided evidence that the tem-
poral organization of onsets and vowel depends on segmental
make-up of the consonantal onset and particularly the conso-
nant adjacent to the vowel. In this respect the degree of tongue
body control is a crucial parameter which determines the con-
sonant’s coarticulation resistance. The higher the degree of
tongue body dominance of the vowel-adjacent consonant, the
less is the relative CV overlap increase. We argue that coartic-
ulation resistance within the gestural model has to be expanded
in terms of the coupling strength parameter in order to allow for
coarticulation resistance to affect the temporal overlap of
gestures in the case of competing phase relationships.
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